
 

 

 

 

 theory 
THE WHY 

practice 
THE WHAT 
 

EXPLAIN ORGANISE ORGANISE DESIGN 
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A
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S The research: 
ideas as objects + schema 
theory 
 

The pitfalls: 
complex text 

The 
problems: 
vanishing 
speech 

Graphics + organisation 
 
Cognitive maps: Organise Ideas 
P26 -27 

Cut, chunk, align, restrain 

understanding the novice 
learner 

dual coding theory Pavio, 1971 
words + images 
 

explore graphic organisation pen craft 

spoken words are transient the visual argument flow spray, double spray,  
fishbone DCWT P50, P80 
 

slides – cut the clutter 

cognitive load mapping – tracing + memory recount and draw, building 
together with children P220 
Understanding how we learn P113 
 

documents – segment + signal 

schema olicav PP dual coding 3 point communication P41 
 

display 

cognitive load theory and 
effects 
 

the Corsica example + others (egg 
to tadpole olicav, Annie Edson 

diagrams, line drawings rather 
than coloured drawings P54, P101 
How we learn P115 
 

poster + documents 
heirarchy of type, colour 
palette, graphic markers 

dos, don’ts and try embodied cognition DCWT P28 the noun project 
Icons P72 

P104 – 111 grids, chunking, 
type face, signalling, titles 
 P218 switch modes text – visual – 

text 
 

Walkthrus P70 dual coding – 
recount + recall 
 

 the why: project inquiry the how: project inquiry 
 

 THE WHY 
 

THE HOW 

TR
Y Images, if chosen for their clarity, enable pupils to get a rapid gist of 

meaning, leaving them with more cognitive resources to engage in 
higher order thinking 

Information organisation: 
mapping, tracing + memory 

graphic design: slides + display 

DCWT P114 teaching children to read visuals e.g. bar modelling 
P150 
 

graphic organisation  
flow sprays – chunking time 
double spray – comparing 
fishbone – causal links 
P50, 80 How it is done 
 

DCWT P126 
cut the amount of content on 
slides/displays  
chunk  
use headings that stand out 

Cognitive Load Theory and Dual Coding Theory  

An enquiry based professional learning project grounded in research and founded on shared ownership. 

How will understanding Cognitive Load Theory, alongside Dual Coding theory impact teaching and 

learning outcomes? 

The project, which is to be undertaken by all teaching staff, is designed to scale up existing staff 

understanding and to further develop high-quality, evaluated practice. Teachers, and teaching 

HLTAs,  will be given supported opportunities to understand, experiment with and explore 

underpinning rationales through reading, professionally rewarding dialogue and creative 

classroom practice. Through the project, we will build on a shared understanding and model of 

pedagogy. Development will be focused on identifying and removing barriers to learning. 

Educational research: 

Dual Coding with Teachers, Oliver Cavaglioli 

The Neurodiverse Classroom, Victoria 

Honeybourne 

Understanding how we learn - A visual 

Guide, Yana Weinstein and Megan 

Sumeracki with Oliver Cavaglioli 

Experiential evidence: case studies from 

Dual Coding with Teachers, Caviglioli, Oliver. 

School based evidence: case studies, 

attainment data 

Stakeholder evidence: pupils, teachers, 

middle leaders, professional agencies (e.g. 

Speech and Language therapist, Educational 

Psychologist) 



create a libray of icons to support 
retrieval 
 

align to create confidence in 
order 
restraint in font and colour 
 

noun project + line drawing graphic design – grids – 
posters + slides 
 

build diagrams with the children – 
refer back to build schema 
 

DCWT P66 document design 

Walkthrus P155 create pupil 
walkthrus e.g. for peer edits 
 

READ, LISTEN, WATCH 
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H
 watch: futurelearn video – intro to dual coding olicav: 

graphic organisers – chunk, 
compare, sequence, cause + effect 
 

DCWT P 62 poster design 

read: DCWT P12 – 26 
 

DCWT P41, P59- 61 three point 
communication 

DCWT P64 slide design P104 – 
111 how to create posters, 
slides etc 
 

read: P124 Dos, donts and trade offs 
 

explore + use the noun project DCWT P66 document design 

listen: podcast – conceptually speaking 
 

DCWT P80 – 93 how to create 
graphic organisers 
 

DCWT P68 display 

read: The Neurodiverse 
Classroom, Victoria 
Honeybourne 
 

 DCWT P218 switch modes DCWT P97 + 101 practise 
sketching 

P13 introducing neurodiversity 
 

DCWT P220 recount + draw DCWT P126 cut, chunk etc 

P32 understanding neurodiversity read: Walkthrus 
P74 big picture, small picture, 
zoom in, zoom out 

DCWT P129 design cuts – 
create walkthrus 
 

P56 communication (P64 use visual support, P73 something to back 
up the language, P76 signs and posters) 
 

read: Why Knowledge matters, 
E.D. Hirsch, Jr. 
 

DCWT P143 try to creat visuals 
with/without words for 
retrieval practice 
 

read: Understanding how we 
learn, Yana Weinstein + 
Megan Sumeracki with Oliver 
Cavaglioli 
 

 P91 chapter 5 The persistence of 
achievement gaps 
 

read: Back on track, Mary 
Myatt 

P49 attention P159 chapter 8 The knowledge 
based school 
 

section 3 P86 useful + beautiful 

P63 memory read: Understanding how we 
learn, Yana Weinstein + Megan 
Sumeracki with Oliver Cavaglioli 
 

P89 concepts 

find: olicav posters – cognitive load theory 
 

part 3 Strategies for effective 
learning 

P92 creators, not consumers 

chapter 9 development of 
understanding 

read: Understanding how we 
learn, Yana Weinstein + Megan 
Sumeracki with Oliver 
Cavaglioli 
 

P102 elaboration/self-
explanation/concrete examples 
 

P118 reinforcement of learning 
– retrieval practice 
 

P113 dual coding 
 

read: Walkthrus 

Walkthrus 2 
P122 dual coding – mapping 
 

P14 visual instructions 

Walkthrus 2 
P86 dual coding – diagrams 
 

REVIEW + FEEDBACK 
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 Lead with: use graphic facilitation DCWT P75 Lead with: graphic facilitation to 
model the development of 
thinking (3 point communication)* 

Share designs for resources 

review of reading – professional conversations Share graphic organisers as part of 
curriculum resourcing 

Discuss the impact on pupil 
learning 



(DCWT P124) How did you choose your visuals? What were the benefits of 
mapping/tracing/memory 
organising? 
 

Can we/have we developed a 
‘house style’? 

What happened when you led children through visual content? How did three point 
communication work with 
children? 
 

How did you balance words + pictures when there was complex 
content + lots of spoken words?  

What impact have you observed 
on learning and remembering? 
 

*Rapid problem solving with sticky 
notes, David Straker 
DCWT P116 harness group 
intelligence by designing 
conversations around arranging 
and rearranging post-its 
 

INQUIRY PROJECT CONCLUSION 
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Why use visuals? Who does it benefit? 
 

How do you think that the use of dual coding supports your teaching? 
 

What aspect of dual coding practice would you like to develop? 
 

What are the misconceptions about dual coding? 
 

Share and talk through a visual – tell us about it – what is it? how does it work? 
 

How could you use visuals in conjunction with other effective strategies? 
 

WHAT NEXT? retrieval + practice 
 
see walkthrus 2 p122 

  


